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Abstract. A 1S grammar generalizes a context-free grammar in the following way: a production 
A- ,  a can be applied to a string uAv (to rewrite the designated occurrence of A) provided that 
all letters from u belong to a fixed alphabet X and all letters from v belong to a fixed alphabet 
Z (the alphabets X and Z are independent of the production). It is proved that a language is 
generated by a 1S grammar if and only if it is context-free: this solves an open problem from the 
theory of selective substitution grammars (Kleijn and Rozenberg, 1981/82). 
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Introduction 
The concept of a 1S grammar arose in a comparative study [7] of sequential and 
parallel ways of rewriting. This study was carded out within the theory of selective 
substitution grammars which provides a uniform framework for the grammatically 
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oriented formal language theory (see, e.g., [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 11, 13]). Within this 
framework, 1S grammars form a generalization of Sequential rewriting (i.e., one 
symbol per step). The generalization consists of adding one specification of allowed 
left and right context sets of letters: an occurrence of a nonterminal in a sentential 
form cannot be rewritten if to its left or to its right a symbol appears which is not 
in the specified left or right, respectively, context set (a forbidden symbol). Note 
that when no symbols are forbidden as left or fight context, one gets the classical 
context-free way of rewriting. 
The application of the context conditions is global: one set of rewritable nonter- 
minals is specified together with left and fight context sets which are independent 
of the productions to be used. 
In a more local application of context conditions one specifies pairs of left and 
right context sets for various ets of nonterminals: if a letter from a given nonterminal 
set is to be rewritten, then its left-right context pair is taken into consideration. It 
is shown in [7] that even the slightest local use of such context conditions increases 
the generative power of context-free grammars. However, it is left open in [7] 
whether 1S grammars are more powerful than context-free grammars. In the present 
paper we prove that a language is generated by a 1S grammar if and only if it is 
context-free. 
It is worth noticing that the role of forbidding context in rewriting systems was 
investigated in depth within formal language theory (see, e.g., [1, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15]). 
Although the notion of a 1S grammar came up within the theory of selective 
substitution grammars, it clearly forms a very natural and perhaps the most basic 
way of adding forbidding context to context-free grammars fitting very well into 
systematizing the above mentioned line of research. In view of this, our main result 
seems to be rather surprisingmuntil now all 'nontrivial' ways of adding forbidding 
context o context-free grammars resulted in a (considerable) increase of generating 
power. 
The paper is organized as follows. After the introduction of some basic terminology 
in Section 1, in Section 2 a subclass of 1S grammars called special 1S grammars is 
introduced. It is shown that every 1S language is a homomorphic image of the 
language generated by a special 1S grammar. In Section 3, the successful derivations 
in special 1S grammars are considered and it is demonstrated that for those a 'normal 
form' exists. Finally, by constructing (in Section 4) special 1S grammars in which 
the successful derivations in 'normal form' cannot get 'blocked', we are able to show 
that every language generated by a special 1S grammar is context-free. This implies 
that every 1S grammar generates a context-free language (Section 5). 
1. Basic definitions 
We assume the reader to be familiar with the basic concepts of formal language 
theory as presented, e.g., in [14]. As far as selective substitution grammars are 
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concerned the paper is self-contained. In order to fix our notation and terminology 
we recall some basic notions now. 
Let ~ be an alphabet. For a word w•  ~*,  [w[ denotes its length and alph(w) 
denotes the set of symbols occurring in w; A denotes the empty word. For a language 
L~_E*, alph(L)=Uw~Lalph(w). For a binary relation P~Ex~*,  we write 
rhs( P) = {w • .Z* : (A, w) • P, for some A • ~*}. Two language generating devices 
are said to be equivalent if the languages they generate are equal. We often identify 
notationally a singleton set with its element. 
Let ~ and F be two (finite) alphabets. A mapping h from ~* into the set of 
nonempty subsets of F* is called a finite substitution from Z into F if, for all a • ~, 
h(a) is finite and, for all a • ~ and w • ~,*, h(aw) = h(a)h(w), h is a homomorphism 
from ~ into F if, additionally, for all a • ~,, h(a) is a singleton. By FSUB(£, F) we 
denote the set of all finite substitutions from ~ into F, and by HOM(~, F) the set 
of all homomorphisms from ~ into F is denoted. For L_  £*  and h e FSUB(£, F), 
h(L) denotes the set I,_Jw~L h(w). 
A context-free (abbreviated CF) grammar is specified in the form (~, P, S, A), 
where ~ is its total alphabet, A ~_ ~, is its terminal alphabet, S e ~\A  is its axiom 
and P___ (~\A)  x £* is its (finite) set of productions. For a context-free grammar G, 
its direct derivation relation and its derivation relation are as usual denoted by ~o 
and ~* ,  respectively, and if no confusion arises by ~ and ~* ,  respectively. 
In the general theory of rewriting systems, it is often essential to provide produc- 
tions also for terminal symbols. If one allows to rewrite also terminal symbols in a 
context-free grammar, then one gets an E0S system (see, e.g., [6]). 
It is easily seen that ~(CF)= LP(EOS), where ~(CF)  and LP(EOS) denote the 
families of languages generated by CF grammars and E0S systems, respectively. 
In the sequel we will assume that an infinite alphabet of symbols is available. All 
symbols to be used are elements of the infinite alphabet g/w ~, where ~ = {~ : a • ~¢}, 
and M and ~ are disjoint. The bars appearing above symbols have a special meaning: 
they indicate that the original symbol is activated. ~ consists of nonactivated symbols 
only and hence ~ consists of activated symbols only. For an arbitrary alphabet 
.Y __ ~¢, £ denotes {~ : a • .~}. 
1.1. Definition. (1) A CF based 1S grammar is a construct (.Y, P, S, A,X*~'Z*),  
where (.Y, P, S, A) is a context-free grammar, X, Z_c .Y, and Y~ .Y\A. 
(2) An E0S based 1S grammar is a construct (.Y, P, S, A, X*  ~'Z*), where 
(Z, P, S, A) is an E0S system and X, Y, Z _~ .Y. 
For a Q based 1S grammar H = (.~, P, S, A, X* ~'Z*), where Q•  {CF, E0S}, we 
refer to (.Y, P, S, A) as the base of H, denoted by base(H). 
1.2. Definition. Let Q • {CF, EOS}. Let H = (~, P, S, A, X* I7"Z*) be a Q based 1S 
grammar. For u, v • .Y.*, u directly derives v (in H), denoted by u=>uv (u=:>v if no 
confusion is possible) if  there exist 
(1) u l•X* ,  A•  Y, and u2•Z*,  and 
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(2) (A, w) e P, such that u = UlAU 2 and v = UlWU 2. 
By 3"  (3* )  we denote the transitive and reflexive closure of ~n (3 ,  respec- 
tively). The language of H, denoted by L( H), is defined by L( H) = { w ~ A * " SO*  w}. 
In [7], only E0S based 1S grammars are considered. In the present paper, however, 
our constructions involve CF based IS grammars only. This is justified by the 
following straightforward lemma (see also [6]). 
1.3. Lemma. (1) For every CF based 1S grammar there exists (effectively) an 
equivalent E0S based 1S grammar. 
(2) For every E0S based 1S grammar there exists (effectively) an equivalent CF 
based 1S grammar. 
In the remainder of this paper we will consider CF based 1S grammars only and 
we will refer to them as 1S grammars. The family of languages generated by 1S 
grammars is denoted by ~(1S). 
Next we introduce some notions and notations concerning IS grammars, that wiU 
be extensively used in the sequel. Let H = (~, P, S, za, X* ~'Z*) be a 1S grammar. 
Then, Ln = ,Y, kZ, Rn = ~\X ,  and Bn = Ln n Rn are the set of left-blocking symbols 
(of H),  the set of right-blocking symbols (of H),  and the set of blocking symbols (of 
H), respectively. If a symbol is neither left-blocking nor right-blocking (hence, it 
is in X n Z), we will refer to it as neutral (in H). 
1.4. Example. Let H = (~, P, S, A, X* Y'Z*) be defined in the following way: 
.,T,={S,A,B, C,a,b,c}, 
P= {(S, ABC),  (A, AA), (.4, a), (A, c), (B, b), (C, CA), (C, BCC), 
(C,a),(C,c)}, 
a={a,b ,c},  X={a,b ,A} ,  Y={S,A ,B ,C} ,  and Z={c,b ,C} .  
Then, Ln = {S, A, B, a}, RM = {S, B, C, c}, and BH = {S, B}. Then, S~ABC and, in 
ABC, B is the only symbol that can be rewritten. Since B is blocking, it prohibits 
the rewriting of A and C. 
ABC ~ AbC ~ Abc ~ AAbc. 
In AAbc, only the right-most A can be rewritten. Since A is left-blocking, it prohibits 
the rewriting of symbols occurring to its left. Analogously, in ab2CC (derived via 
AbC ~ abC ~ abBCC ~ ab2CC), only the left-most occurrence of C can be rewrit- 
ten, because C is right-blocking. In AbCA (derived from AbC), no symbol can be 
rewritten because the right-most A 'blocks' AbC and C 'blocks' this A. 
Let w = al . . .  ak, for some aie ~ and 1 <~ i ~< k, where k t> O. Then, 
Loccn(w) = max({/: 1 <~ i <~ k and a ie  (,S\A) n L~} u {0}) 
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nd 
Rocc  H (w)  = min({i • 1 <~ i~ < k and aie (.,F,\A) r~ RH} U {k + 1}). 
{ence, LoccH(w) denotes the fight-most occurrence of a left-blocking nonterminal 
ymbol in w if any, otherwise Loccn(w)= 0, and RoccM(w) denotes the left-most 
,ccurrence of  a right-blocking nonterminal symbol in w, if any, otherwise 
Loccu(w) = I w] + 1. Note that if Rocc , (w)  < Loccn(w),  then w cannot be rewritten 
n H. Whenever  possible we will omit the subscript H from Loccn and Rocc~. 
A. Example (continued). Loccn(ABC)=2 = Roccn(ABC). LoccH(AbC)= 1 and 
[occ/~ (AbC) = 3. Loccn (AAbc) = 2 and RoccH (AAbc) = 5. Loccn (ab2CC) = 0 and 
[occn(ab2CC)=4. Loccn(AbCA)=4 and Roccn(AbCA)=3 and AbCA is 
blocked'. 
Let we I* .  Then contrn(w) {u ueA*  and * = " W~bo~e<l-I) U}. Notice that 
'ontrH( w ) ~_ { u " u e A* and w~* u}. In particular, contrH( S ) = L( base (H ) ) ~_ L( H ). 
A derivation D (in H) is a sequence D = (Xo, xb . . . ,  x,),  where n i>0, Xo = S, and 
:i e I * ,  for 0~ < i<~ n, such that xi~Hxi+~, fo r0  ~< i <~ n - 1. For 0<~ i<~ n - 1 the pair 
xi, x~+~) is called a (the ( i+  1)st) derivation step (in D). For 0<~ i~ < n - 1, Prod(D, i) 
lenotes the product ion used in the ( i+ l )s t  derivation step in D and Rew(D, i) 
lenotes the posit ion of the symbol in xi that is rewritten in that step. Thus, if, for 
ome 0~ < i<~ n-  1, Prod(D, i )=  (A, a),  for some (.4, a )e  P, and Rew(D, i )=  k, for 
ome k~ 1, then x~ = uAv and xi+l = uav, where u, v e I *  and luA I = k. D is successful 
f x, e A*. For 0 ~< i ~< n, the words xi are said to appear in D. 
Whenever a word appears in a derivation (in H)  it is called a sententialform (of 
=/). A nonterminal  sentential form x of H is successful i f there exists a w e A* such 
hat x~*  w. Observe that if x is a successful nonterminal sentential form of H, 
hen x e X*  YZ* and hence LoccM (x) ~< Rocc~ (x). I f  moreover x = uAv, for some 
l, ve,Y*, and Ae,Y \A ,  then (a lph(u)nA)c_X and (alph(v)c~A)c_Z. Con- 
equently, for all w e L(H), w e A* c~ (X*rhs(P)Z*). 
L.4. Example (continued). Let D = ( S, ABC, AbC, Abc, AAbc, Acbc, acbc). Then D 
s successful, (Abc, AAbc) is the fourth derivation step in D, Rew(D, 3 )= 1 and 
'rod(D, 3) = (A, AA). The sentential form AAbc is successful, but Aabc and AbCA 
Lre not successful sentential forms. 
!. Special 1S grammars 
In this section we show that every language in ~(1S)  is a hom0morphic  image 
)f a language generated by a 1S grammar that satisfies certain conditions. To define 
:his kind of  1S grammars we (re-)introduce the following notions. First we consider 
,ontext-free grammars (they are the underlying bases of 1S grammars). 
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2.1. Definition. Let G = (,Y, P, S, A) be a context-free grammar and let A ~ Z. 
(1) A is reachable (in G) if there exist words a,/3 ~ X* such that SO* aA/3. 
(2) A is useful (in G) if either A = S or there exists a word a s A* such that A~*  a. 
(3) G is reduced if all elements of ,S are reachable and useful. 
The reader should note that this definition differs slightly from the usual definition 
of a reduced context-free grammar in that we consider the axiom always as useful, 
even if the generated language is empty. Clearly in a 1S grammar all symbols 
appearing in a successful sentential form are reachable and useful. 
2.2. Definition. Let H = (,Y, P, S, A, X* ~'Z*) be a lS grammar and let (A, a) ~ P. 
(,4, a)  is safe (in H) if the following hold: 
(1) If t~ ~ A*, then, for all t~, a2 ~ -Y* such that a = t~t~2, either alph(t~) c~ RH = 
or alph(a2) c~ Ln = 0. 
(2) If a = a~aa2, for some a ~ A and a~, a2 ~ ~*,  then a e L/~ implies that a~ ~ A*, 
and a e RH implies that a2 ~ A*. 
Clearly, in a 1S grammar a production that is not safe is never applied in a 
successful derivation. 
2.3. Definition. A IS grammar H = (.Y, P, S, A, X*  ~'Z*) is strongly reduced if the 
following hold: 
(1) base(H) is reduced. 
(2) Y= XNA. 
(3) All productions in P are safe. 
The following definition describes the construction of a strongly reduced 1S 
grammar from a given IS grammar. 
2.4. Definition. Let H = (,Y, P, S, A, X*YZ*)  be a IS grammar. The strongly reduced 
version of H is the 1S grammar (,Y~, P~, S~, A~, X* ~'~Z*), constructed in the following 
way: 
(1) P '=  P\{(A,  w): (A, w) ~ P and either A~ Y or (A, w) is not safe in H}. 
(2) Let G be the CF grammar (,Y, P', S, A). Then, -Y1 = {A ~ ~:  A is useful and 
reachable in G} and A 1 = A N ~1-  
(3) P1={(A, w):(A,  w)~ P 'and  A, w~.Y,*},SI=S,X~=Xc~.Y,~, I=(Yc~.YI)u 
{$1}, and Z1 = Z c~ -Y1. 
Clearly, the procedure given by Definition 2.4 is effective. Note that the resulting 
IS grammar may be quite 'degenerated', e.g., of the form ({S}, ~, S, I~, S). 
The following lemma is an immediate consequence of the preceding definitions 
and so we state it without a proof. 
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L5. Lemma. I f  H is a 1S grammar and H' is its strongly reduced version, then 
L( H) = L( H') and H' is strongly reduced. 
Now we are ready to define one of the main notions of this paper and to prove 
~n important intermediate r sult. 
L6. Definition. A 1S grammar G= (.Y, P, S, A, X*YZ*)  is speciM if the following 
~onditions are satisfied: 
(C1) L(G) ~_ (A\Ba)*Ba(A\Ba)* (i.e., every word in L(G) contains exactly one 
occurrence of a blocking symbol). 
(C2) For all a • rhs(P), if alph(a) c~ (Ba c~ A) ~ fJ, then a • (Ba c~ A) (i.e., block- 
ing terminal symbols are never introduced together with another symbol). 
(C3) X n Z ~ A (i.e., there are no neutral nonterminal symbols in G). 
(C4)  S~ alph(rhs(P)) and, for all A•~, \ (A  u{S}), for all v, w•  contra(A), 
alph(v) = alph(w) (i.e., S cannot be introduced uring a derivation and all terminal 
words contributed by a nonterminal differing from S consist of the same symbols). 
(C5) For all alAa2•rhs(P),  such that al, a2•,a~* and A•~, \A ,  if 
alph(contra(A)) c~ Ba ~ I~, then contra(a~) c_X* and contra(a2) c_ Z* (i.e., if a non- 
terminal symbol A can derive a blocking terminal symbol, then A is introduced 
with left and fight context hat contributes only terminal words which cannot block 
the rewriting of A or the rewriting of words derivable from A). 
(C6) G is strongly reduced (i.e., G has no a priori useless productions or symbols). 
2.7. Theorem. For every 1S grammar H there exist a special 1S grammar G and a 
homomorphism h such that h( L( G) ) = L( H). 
Proof. We will prove the theorem in five steps. In the first step a 1S grammar G1 
is constructed from H and the homomorphism h is defined for which h(L(GI)) = 
L(H). G~ will satisfy (C1) and (C2) from Definition 2.6. In the next steps we will 
construct the 1 S grammars (32, Gs, (34, and G from G~, (32, Gs, and (34, respectively, 
in such a way that gradually all conditions from Definition 2.6 will be satisfied and 
the languages L(Gi), i = 1 , . . . ,  4, and L(G) will be the same. Then, G will be special 
and h(L(G))= L(H). 
Let H = (Z, P, S, A, X* ~'Z*) be a 1S grammar. 
(I) Let G~ = (~;~, P~, $1, A~, X* ~'Z*) be defined in the following way. 
,~ I=~UFuH,  
where F = {,4: A • ,~\A) and H = ((w)" w • A* and (A, w) • P, for some A • ~\A} 
are new, mutually disjoint alphabets. 
P1 = {(A, w) : (A, w) • P and if Iwl >I 2, then alph(w) c~ (A c~ Bn) = ~} 
u {(~g-, wl/~w2) : (A, wlBw2)•P and B•,T,\A} 
u{(A~, (w))'(A, w)•P  and w• A*}. 
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S,=d, za,=AulI, 
XI = X u {,4" A e X n (,~\A)}, 
Z, = Zu{, i -Ae  Zn(Z\A)}. 
Y1 = Yu{. ,~:A~ Yn(.,~\A)} and 
Clearly, L(G1) ~ A'HA*. Moreover, since H c_ Z1\(X~ w Z~), all elements from 
H are blocking in G~. In every successful derivation, blocking terminals can only 
be introduced in the last derivation step. Hence, this is done using a production of 
the form (~, (w)), where (w)~ H. This implies that L(G1) ~_ (A~\Ba,)*Ba,(A~\Ba,)* 
and so G~ satisfies (C1). 
From the construction of/'1 it follows that G1 satisfies (C2). 
The homomorphism h ~ HOM(A~, A) is defined by h(a) = a, for all a ¢ A, and 
h((w)) = w, for all w ~ A*. That h(L(G~)) = L(H) follows from the following observa- 
tions. 
Let (S~, x~, . . . ,  x, ) be a successful derivation in G~. Then, 
(#(S~), O(Xl),. • •, ~(x.))  is a successful derivation in H, where O ~ HOM(ZB Z) is 
defined by #(A)= O(A)=A, ,for all A¢~\A~,  and ~b(a)= h(a), for all a eA~. 
Hence, h(L(G~)) ~_ L(H). 
Let D = (Xo = S, x l , . . . ,  x,) be a successful derivation in H. Then, x,_~ = uAv and 
x,=uwv, for some u,v,w~A*, Ae~,\A,  and (A,w)~P. A derivation /9= 
(Xo, ~ , .  • •, ~,) in G1 with Xo = S, x,-~ = uAv, and ~, = u(w)v, can be defined induc- 
tively by 'capping all ancestors of ,~'. This is illustrated in Fig. 1. Then, /~ is a 
successful derivation in G1 and h(£,) = x,. Hence, L(H) ~ h(L(G~)). We conclude 
that h(L(G1))= L(H) and G1 satisfies (C1) and (C2). 
(II) Let G2 = (-Y2,/2, $2, A2, X2* I7"2Z2 *) be defined in the following way. 
z := z , \ ( (x ,  n z , ) \a , )  u rx  u 
D: S= Xo B. 
Fig. 1. 
^ 
/~V i  \ Xi+~ 
V \X n 
<W 
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where Fx = {[A, 1] : A • (X~ n Z1)\A~} and Fz = {[A, 2] :A • (X 1 ( ' ) /1 ) \A I}  are two 
new, mutually disjoint alphabets. The homomorphism q~ • HOM(-Y2, 21) is defined 
by q~(a)=a, for all a•-YlC~22, and q~([A, i ] )=A,  for all Ae(X I~Z~) \A1  and 
i•{1,2}. 
P2 = Q~ w Q2, where 
Q1 = {(A, a) :A  • 22 and (q~(A), q~(a)) • P~} 
and 
Q2 = {([A, 1],[A, 2 ] ) 'A•(X~ZI ) \A~} 
{([A, 2], [A, 1]):A • (X~ ~/1)\A1}. 
If Sx • -~2, then S 2 = $1, else $2 = [Sh 1]. A 2 = A 1. 
X2 = ( X ,  I x ,  
Y2=(Y~Z2)w{[A ,  i ] :A•  Y lnX lnZ1 and i•{1,2}}, 
Z2 = ( n u Fz. 
From the construction of G2 it follows that X2 n Z2~ A2. Hence, G2 has only 
left-blocking and right-blocking nonterminal symbols and satisfies (C3) of Definition 
2.6. G2 satisfies (C2), because G1 satisfies (C2), the blocking symbols of G1 and G2 
are the same, Q1 'corresponds' to P1 and no productions violating (C2) have been 
included in Q2. 
If L(G1)= L(G2), then G2 satisfies (C1) because the blocking terminals in G1 
and G2 are the same. 
That L(G2)= L(GI) can be seen as follows. Let D=(xo=S~, xb . . . ,  x,,) be a 
successful derivation in G2. Clearly, for every i • {0, . . . ,  n - 1} such that Prod(D, i) • 
Q1, ~o(xi) derives ~0(xi+l) in G1. For every i • {0, . . . ,  n - 1} such that Prod(D, i) • Q2, 
~o(xi) = ~(xi+~). Let i l , . . . ,  ik, k/> 1, bemin ascending order--the lements of {i: i • 
{0, . . . ,  n - 1} and Prod(D, i) • Q1}. Then, ~o(xi,) = S~ and (~o(x,,),..., ~o(x,,,), x,) is 
a derivation in G1. Hence, L(G2) _ L(G1). 
To show that L(Gx) ~ L(G2) we proceed as follows. Let D~ = (xo, x~,. . . ,  xn) be 
a successful derivation in G1. We construct a successful derivation D2 = 
(Yo, Y l , . . . ,  ym) in G2 and a monotonic function 8 from {0, . . . ,  n} to {0, . . . ,  m} 
such that, for all i • {0 , . . . ,  n}, ~o(y~o)) = x~ and Locc62(yso)) ~< Rocc62(ysto). We 
will define 8 and D2 inductively. 
We set 8(0) = 0 and Yo = $2. Hence, ~o(ys~o)) = Xo and Locc~(ysw)) <~ Rocco2(ys~o)). 
Assume that 6 and D2 have been defined up to k and Ystk), for some k • {0, . . . ,  n - 1}. 
Let Rew(D1, k)=p,  for some 1 <~p~< Ix l, and let Prod(D1, k )= (A, a), for some 
(A, a )•  P~. Hence, Xk = uAv and Xk+l = UaV, for some u, v •,S*, such that [uAl=p. 
Then, ys(k) = u'A'v', with ~o(u')= u, ~0(A')=A, and ~0(v')= v. Let (A', a') be a 
production in P2 such that ~o(a') = a and such that Locc~(a')  ~< Rocc~(a') .  Since 
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D~ is a successful derivation in G1, (A, a) is a safe product ion and hence a production 
(A', a') as described exists. Note that A'e  Y2. 
We distinguish the following cases. 
Case 1. u' ~ X*  and v 'e  Z*.  In this case, Y~(k) = u'A'  v' ~G2 u' a ' v'. We set YS(k)+l = 
U'a'V' and 8(k+l )=8(k)+ l .  Then, ~'(yZ(k+~))=~(U'a'V')=UaV=Xk+~ and 
Locca2(ys(k+~)) <~ Roc%~(y~(k+l)). (Yo,---, Y~(k), Y~(k+~)) is a derivation in (32. 
Case 2. u' ~ X*2 or v'~ Z*.  
Subcase 2.1. u'~ X*.  Since ~(u')  = u and u e X* ,  u' contains at least one symbol 
from Fz. 
Since LOCCr~(y~(k))<~Roccr:(y~(k)), it follows that A'~Z2 and, since ~p(v')= v
with v ~ Z*,  it follows that v 'e  Z*.  Moreover, u '=  Ul[A~, 2]u2[A2, 2 ] . . .  ut[A~, 2]U~+l, 
for some u~ ~ XI*, u2 , . . . ,  u~+~  (A 1 n (X~ n Z~))* and [A~, 2] ~ Fz, for 1 <~ i ~< I. 
Then, we define u~, 1 ~<j <~ l as follows: 
u~ = u~[ A,, 1]u2... uj[ Aj, 1]uj+,[Aj+m, 2]uj+2... u,[ A,, 2]u,+~. 
Let y~(k)+j = u~A'v', for l<~j<~ L Then, YS(k)+j-I~G2Ya(k)+j, for l<~j~ < L Moreover, 
t t t Ya(k)+t = u~A'v' and yS(k)+l~GEUla V, where ~o(u~) = u. 
We set 8(k+1)=8(k)+ l+1 and ya(k+l)=U}a'v . Hence, ~p(yS(k+~))=Xk+~ and 
Loccc~(Ys(k+~)) <~ ROCCG~(y~(k+I)). (Y0, • • •, Ya(k), Ya(k)+~, - • •, Ya(k)+t, YS(k+I)) is a deri- 
vation in (32. This reasoning is illustrated in Fig. 2. 
0~: S 1 = X o 02: 
xj 
/ u v 
/ \ ' ,  
\ 
$2 = Yo = Y@(o) 
- - Y r (k )  
Ys(k) 
[A~,I] [AI,2] A' 
÷1 
Fig. 2. 
~8(k) ÷1 
/ [A  31 [A .11 '~ ,1  
U' I ct' V '  " 
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Subcase 2.2. The case that v'~ Z* is symmetric to Subcase 2.1 and can be treated 
analogously. 
Now, let rn = 8(n). Then ~o(ym) = x, and (Yo, Y~,... ,  Ym) is a successful derivation 
in G2. Hence, L(G~) ~ L(G2). This implies that L(G2) = L(G~) and that G~ satisfies 
(C1). We conclude that G2 satisfies (C1), (C2), and (C3), and L(G2)= L(G~). 
(III) Let G3 = (-Y3, P3, $3, A3, X* Y'3Z*) be defined in the following way. 
Z3 = {[A, T]" A ~ Z2\A2 and T_  A2} ~ {53} k.J .43, 
where A 3 = A 2 and $3 is a new symbol. The homomorphism p ~ HOM(,Y3\{S3}, -Y2) 
is defined by p(a) = a, for all a ~ A3, and p([A, T]) = A, for all A ~ -Y2\A2 and T~ A2. 
The finite substitution ~" ~ FSUB(Z3\{S3}, A2) is defined by r(a) = a, for all a ~ A3, 
and z([A, T ] )= T, for all Ae,Y,2\A2 and T~_A2. 
P3={($3,[$2, T])" T ~_ A2} ~ {( A, w) : A ~ .,Y,3\A3, w ~ .,Y,*3 , (p(A), p( w) ) ~ P2 
and = alph(z(w))}. 
X3 = p- ' (XO,  and Z3 = p-l(z2). 
Note that, for [A, T] with A ~ .,~2\A2 and T c_ A2, T 'promises' what terminal symbols 
will be contributed by [,4, T]. 
Firstly we prove that L(G3) = L(G2). Let ($3, x~,. . . ,  xn) be a successful derivation 
in G3. Then, p(x~) = $2 and p(xn) = x~. From the construction of G3 it immediately 
follows that (p(x l ) , . . . ,  p(x~)) is a derivation in 6;2. Thus, L(G3)c_ L(G2). 
To prove the converse inclusion we proceed as follows. Let D = (Xo, x~, . . . ,  xn) 
be a successful derivation in G2. Then we set £n = xn. Hence, p(£n)= x,. Assume 
that, for some ke{1, . . . ,  n}, Xk,---,X~ have been defined in such a way that 
p(~) =xj, k<~j <- n, and xj~a3~+~, k<-J <- n-1 .  Let Prod(D, k - l )  = (A, a) for 
some (A, c~) ~ P2. Hence, £k = t~C~V, for some ~, c~, ~eZ*  such that p(c~)= c~ and 
Rew(D,k - -1 )= l~ l+ l .  Let T=alph(z(~)). Then, ([A,T],c~)sP3. Let Xk-1-- 
t~[A, T]t3. Hence, P(Xk-l) = Xk-~ and Xk_l=~3Xk. Then, ($3, Xo, xl, • • •, xn) is a deriva- 
tion in G3. Thus, L(G3) -~ L(G2). Together with the above we have L(Ga) = L(G2). 
From the construction of P3 it follows that $3~ alph(rhs(P3)). Moreover, clearly, 
for every B~Z3, where B=[A,  T], for some A~,~E\A2 and Tc_A2, contrc3(B)~_ 
{w ~ T*: alph(w) = T}. Hence, G3 satisfies (C4). 
That G2 also satisfies (C1), (C2), and (C3) can be shown using the following 
observations. 
(1) X3('3 A3=X2:3A2, Z3¢'3A3--Z2t'3 A2,L(G2)=L(G3), and G2 satisfies (C1). 
Hence, (C1) holds for G3. 
(2) From the construction of P3 from P2 and arguments similar to the above, it 
follows that G3 satisfies (C2). 
(3) X3 c~ Z3 = p-~(X2) c~ p-I(z2) = p-~(X2 c~ Z2) _ A2 and hence, (C3) holds for 
G3. 
We conclude that G3 satisfies (C1), (C2), (C3), and (C4), and L(G3)= L(G2). 
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(IV) Let (34 = (24, P4, $4, A4, X4 $ ~r4Z~) be defined in the following way. ~4 = ~3, 
$4= $3, zL=A3, X4=X3, I:4 = Y3, Z4= Z3, and 
P4 = P3\{(C, oqAa2):A ~ O, contrG3(al) ¢: X* or control(a2) ~: g*}, 
where 0 = {A" A ~ .~3\(A3 L.) (S3)) and contra~(A) c A 3 BG3A3 }. 
Since (34 results from (33 by removing productions from /3, we have L(G4) 
L(G3). We will prove the converse inclusion by showing that no production from 
1"3\1"4 can be used in a successful derivation in (33. 
Let x and y be sentential forms of G3 such that x~y using a production from 
P3\P4. Hence, x = uCv and y = UOtlAOt2V , for some u, v ~ 2:3", C, A ~ 0, and 
(C, alAa2) ~ P3\P4. Then, every w ~ contr~3(y ) is of the form ula~fllbfl2a~vl, where 
ul ~ contr~3(u), a~ ~ contrG3(ai), i-- 1, 2, fllbfl2~ contrG~(A), where b is a blocking 
terminal and v~ ~ control(v). 
Observe that, since G3 satisfies (C4), for all A ~ 23\/13 and T__ A3, whenever 
a ~ T*, for some a ~ contro~(A), then, for all fl ~ control(A), fl ~_ T*. Hence, a~ X* 
or a~ ~ Z* and so w cannot be in L(G3) which is a subset of (X3 n Aa)*Bc3(Z 3n A3)*. 
Thus, no derivation in G 3 that uses a production from Pa\P4 is successful. Hence, 
L( G3) ~ L( G4). 
(33 satisfies (CI) through (C4) and (34 results from (33 by removing the productions 
that violate (C5)~hence, G4 satisfies (CI) through (C5). We conclude that (34 
satisfies (C1), (C2), (C3), (C4), and (C5), and L(G4)= L(G3). 
(V) Let G be the strongly reduced version of G4. Then, G and the homomorphism 
h (defined in (I)) satisfy the statement of Theorem 2.7 because, by Lemma 2.5, 
L(G)=L(G4) and, hence, L(G)=L(G~) and L(H)=h(L(G~)). G is strongly 
reduced. 
(34 satisfies (C1) through (C5) and since G results from (34 by removing useless 
symbols and productions, G also satisfies (C1) through (C5). We conclude that G 
is special and h(L(G))= L(H). [] 
3. Central derivations in special 1S grammars 
In this section we concentrate on (successful) derivations in special 1S grammars. 
In particular we will show that a 'normal form' (a fixed strategy) for successful 
derivations exists. We need the following terminology and notation. 
Let G = (,~, P, S, A, X* ~'Z*) be a special IS grammar. I f  A e 2 \A  is such that 
alph(contr~(A))r~ B  ~0, then we call A a central symbol (of G). By C(G) we 
denote the set of central symbols of G. Let u be a sentential form of (3. Then u 
contains at most one occurrence of a central symbol. I f  u contains exactly one 
occurrence of a central symbol, then we say that u is a central sententialform (of 
G). If u is a central sentential form of G, then we denote by cent6(u) the unique 
central symbol in u and by Oct , (u )  its position in u. Hence, if u = UlAU2, for some 
ul, u2~(2\C(G))* and A~C(G) ,  then centG(u)=A and Occ~(u)=lu~AI. 
Whenever G is clear from the context, we omit the subscript (3. 
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Since G is special, all nonterminals of G are either in Lo or in Re (or in both). 
Hence, to rewrite a successful sentential form u one has at most two options: Either, 
one rewrites the right-most left-blocking nonterminal in u (if any), or one rewrites 
the left-most right-blocking nonterminal in u (if any). Notice that, since either 
Locc(u) ~> 1 or Rocc(u)<~ lul, at least one of these situations occurs and that it may 
be that Locc(u) = Rocc(u) (a blocking symbol). 
We will describe a strategy, how to make a choice between Locc(u) and Rocc(u), 
in the case one has two options. This strategy depends on the central symbol in the 
current sentential form. Observe that whenever u is a noncentral sentential form of 
(3, then there exists no v e ~* such that u=C,~v (u is blocked). 
3.1. Definit ion. (1) Let u be a central sentential form of G. Then the designated 
occurrence in u, denoted Desc(u), is defined by 
Desk(u) = { 
Locc~(u) 
Loccc(u) 
Roccc(u) 
Roccc(u) 
if Rocc~(u) > lul, 
if 1 ~ Locc~(u) <~ Roccf(u)  <~ Occf(u)  ~ lu[, 
if Locc~(u) < 1, 
if 1 ~< Occf (u)  <~ Locc~(u) ~< Rocc~(u) <~ lul. 
(2) Let D = (x0, Xl , - . - ,  Xrl), n 
derivation step (x, x~+l) is central 
(in G) if, for all 0 <~ i <~ n - 1, (xi, 
/> 0, be a derivation in G. For 0~ < i <~ n-  1, the 
if Rew(D, i) = Desc(xi). D is a central derivation 
xi+~) is central. 
We will write Des(u) rather than Desk(u) ,  whenever G is clear from the context. 
Hence, in a central derivation step the designated occurrence is rewritten, i.e., 
(1) the right-most left-blocking nonterminal if (i) no right-blocking nonterminals 
are present, or (ii) the central symbol is right-blocking; 
(2) the left-most right-blocking nonterminal if (i) no left-blocking nonterminals 
are present, or (ii) the central symbol is left-blocking. 
Observe that if the sentential form contains a blocking nonterminal, then the 
right-most left-blocking and left-most right-blocking nonterminals are the same. 
That the central derivations are derivations in a 'normal form' and that one can 
consider central derivations only in special IS grammars is proved as follows. 
3.2. Theorem. Let G be a special 1S grammar. For every we L(G) there exists a 
central derivation of w in G. 
Proof. Let G = (,~, P, S, A, X* ~'Z*). For a derivation D in (3, v(D) denotes the 
number of noncentral derivation steps in D. 
Let w e L(G) and let Dw be a derivation of w such that v(Dw)= min{v(D) :D is 
a derivation of w in G}. We will prove by contradiction that v(Dw)= 0. Hence, we 
assume that v( Dw ) > O. 
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Let Dw=(Xo, X l , . . . , xn) ,  where xie-~* for l<~i<-n, xo=S and xn=w. Let io~ 
{1, . . . ,  n - l}  be the smallest i such that the derivation step (xi, x~+l) in D is 
noncentral. 
If cent(x~)~ Be,, then cent(x~) is rewritten in (x~, x~+~). This would imply that 
(x~, x~+l) is central: a contradiction. Hence, cent(x~) ~ X u Z and since G is special, 
this implies that cent( x~) ~ ( X \  Z)  u ( Z \  X ). 
Let us assume that cent(x~) ~ X \Z  (the other case is symmetric and can be dealt 
with analogously). Since cent(x~)~ La \Ro  and (x~, x~+t) is noncentral, it follows 
that Rocc(x~)<~[xJ, Locc(x~)#Rocc(x~), and Rew(D, io)=Locc(x~). Let r= 
Rocc(x~) and k = IxJ; hence, 1 < r~ < k. 
Let ao = a~...  a,_~ and /30 = a, . . .  ak, where aie Z, for 1 <~ i<~ k, and such that 
xg = ao/3o. Hence, Dw = (Xo, X l , . . . ,  x~-l, ao/3o, al /31,. . . ,  aq/3q), where q = n -  io 
and, for 0 <~ i ~ q, a~/3i = x~+~ and for 0 ~< i ~< q - 1: 
(1) if Rew(D~, io+ i) > la, I, then a~ = a~+l and/3i~a/3~+1, and 
(2) if Rew(D~, i0+ i) <~ Is,I, then s ,~a,+l  and/3, =/3,+1. 
Let I={i :O<~i<~q-1 and Rew(D~io+i)>lsil} and J={ i :O<- i~q-1  and 
Rew(D~, io+ i)~< Is, I}. Note that Ic~J=O. 
Let i l , - - - ,  ip be the elements of 1 in ascending order and let j l , . . .  ,j, be the 
elements of J in ascending order. Hence, p, s/> 1 and p + s =q, a~ = So, /3~ =/330, 
s~,~sj,+~, for 1<~ i< -s -1 ,  Otj~Sq and/3~j=C,/3~j+,, for O<~j<~p-1 and/3~/3q.  
We set D '= (x0, x~,. . . ,  X~-l, So/3~,,..., So/3~,, So/3~, o%/3q,..., %J3q, Sq/3q). We 
claim that D' is a derivation of w in G and v(D')<~ v(D~) -  1. The situation can 
be illustrated as shown in Fig. 3. 
First we recall that sq/3q = w. Next we consider D~. Rocc(x~)= Rocc(so/3o)= 
[ao[ + 1. Hence, So ~ X*. This implies that, for 0 ~<j ~ p - 1, So/3i~ So/3~+~ and ao/3~ 
Sofl¢ Recall, furthermore, that Occ(so/3o)~ Locc(so/3o)~ [Sol. Since G is special, 
this implies that contrG(/3o)~ Z*  and in particular that flq ~ Z*. Hence, for 0<~ i<~ 
s - 1, s~,/3g ~ %,+~/3q and cb~ q ~ sq/3~. This proves that D' is a derivation of w in G. 
It remains to show that v( D') <<- v( D~ ) - 1. 
(1) Consider the step (So/3~, So/3~) in D'. Since So/3i~ = ,Vo/3o and Rocc(so/3o)>- - 
]Sol + 1, all nonterminals in/30 are fight-blocking. Hence, it is the first, nonterminal 
symhol of/30 that is rewritten in this step. Since Occ(so/3o)~< Locc(so/3o)<~ [Sol, it 
follows that this step in D' is central. 
(2) Consider a step (So/3~,, So/3~+,) in D', for some 2 ~<j <~ p, where/3~+, =/3q, and 
assume that this step is noncentral. We will show that the step (sift 9 s~,÷1/3~,÷1) in 
D~ is also noncentral. Since cent(so/3~j) ~ Lc,, it follows that Occ(so/3i~) ~< [So[. Since 
the rewriting takes place in/3i~ and the step under consideration is noncentral, it 
follows that Locc(ao/3ij)> [So[, Rocc(so/3~)<~ [So/3~[ and the fight-most left-blocking 
symbol is rewritten. Hence, Locc(s~fl~)> Is, l, Is, , l and in the step 
(s~/3 9 s~÷I/3~,÷~) in Dw the fight-most left-blocking symbol is rewritten. This implies 
that this step is not central in D,. 
(3) Consider a step (s~,/3q, %,÷~/3q) in D', for some 1 ~< i~ < s, where a~,÷~ = s~, and 
assume that this step is noncentral. We will show that the' step (s~,/3~,, sji÷,/3~,÷,) in
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Dw is also noncentral. Since f lqEA*,  it follows that if cent(otjflq)e Lc,, then 
Rocc(,vjflq) <~ [trj, I and the right-most left-blocking symbol in aj, is rewritten, and if 
cent(o~j,flq) ~RG, then Locc(aj,/3q) I> 1 and the left-most right-blocking symbol in ai, 
is rewritten in (ajflq,,~j,÷,flq). Then, (aj,flj,,og,÷,flj,+,) is noncentral, because 
Rew(D~,j,) = Rew(D',  io+p+ i). 
(1), (2), and (3) together imply that the number of noncentral steps in the first 
(i0+ 1) derivation steps of Dw and D'  are 1 and 0 respectively; in the last n - i0- 1 
steps each noncentral step in D'  corresponds to a distinct noncentral step in D~. 
Hence, v(D') <<- v(Dw) - 1, which contradicts the minimality of v(Dw). 
Thus, for every w ~ L(G) there exists a central derivation of w in L(G) which 
proves the theorem. [] 
4. Special 1S grammars generate context-free languages 
In this section we consider an arbitrary but fixed, special 1S grammar G = 
(,Y, p, $, A, X* IT"Z*) and its central derivations. We will show that only a 'finite 
memory' is needed to prevent unsuccessfulness (blocking) of central derivations. 
By building in this finite memory an equivalent special 1S grammar is constructed 
from G, in which all central derivations are successful. Then it can be shown that 
L(G) is context-free. 
First we identify the situations in which a central derivation gets blocked. Let 
(A, t~)~ P, for some A~,Y \A  and a~,Y,*. (A, a) is a left-blocking production if 
alph ( a ) n ( A \ Z ) # 0, (A, a)  is a right-blocking production if alph ( a ) c~ ( A \ X ) ~ 9, 
and (A, a)  is a blocking production if it is both left- and right-blocking. 
Observe that whenever a left- (right-) blocking production is used to rewrite a 
sentential form, then the nonterminals that occur to the left (right) of the rewritten 
occurrence cannot be rewritten anymore. Hence, in order not to block a central 
derivation, whenever a left- (right-) blocking production is applied to a sentential 
form w, the left (right) description of w should be terminal. We define two functions 
on the set of central sentential forms of G that describe the left and the right context 
of the designated occurrences in sentential forms. These functions/d and rd respec- 
tively have as their codomain the set {t, nt}, where t stands for terminal and nt for 
nonterminal. 
Let w be a central 
w = uAv and Des(w) 
sentential form of G. Let u, v~,Y* and A~,Y \A  be such that 
I d (w)={ t 
nt 
= lual. Then, 
if ueA* ,  
otherwise, 
~t if v ~ A*, 
rd(w) ( nt otherwise. 
Let D= (Xo, x l , . . . ,  x,) be a central derivation in G. For 0<~ k~ < n- l ,  we call 
(Xk, Xk+l) careful if, whenever Prod(D, k) is left-blocking, then Id(xk)=t and, 
whenever Prod(D, k) is fight-blocking, then rd(Xk)=t. D is careful if, for all 
0<~ k<~ n - 1, (Xk, Xk+l) is careful. 
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4.1. Lemma. Let D = (Xo, x l , . . . ,  xn) be a central derivation. I f  x, ~ A*, then D is 
careful. 
Proof. The proof  of the lemma is obvious. [] 
Hence, if a central derivation is not careful, it will never ' lead to success'. On the 
other hand, all central derivations that get blocked (in a nontrivial way) are not 
careful. This is shown in the following lemma. 
4.2. Lemma. Let D = (Xo, xl , .  • . ,  x,) ,  n >>- O, be a central derivation in G such that 
x,  ~ A*. I f  there exists no y such that (Xo, xl, • •. ,  x,, y) is a central derivation, then, 
either 
(1) n=0 and P=O,  or 
(2) n/> 1 and D is not careful. 
Proof. (1) n = 0. In this case, D = (S). G is strongly reduced. Hence, if P ~ ~J, then 
Pn  (S x2* )  ~ ~j. Since S~ Y, this implies that S~ca,  for some a e ~*  and (S, a)  
P. Then, obviously, (S, a)  is a central derivation. This is a contradiction and so P = 0. 
(2) n/> 1. Hence, P # ~J and for all nonterminal symbols productions are available. 
We distinguish the following two cases. 
(2.1) There exists no y such that x ,~oy .  Consider the central derivation step 
(x._~, x.) in D. Let x._~ = xAz, with [xA[ = Des(x._l),  x. = xaz, for some x ~ X*,  
z ~ Z* and (A, a )  e P. (A, a) is a safe production. Hence, if a ~ A*, then a ~ X*  YZ*  
and so x. ~ X*  YZ*.  This implies that there exists a y ~ .Y* such that x.:=>6y. This 
contradicts our assumption. Hence, a ~ A*. I f  A ~ C(G) ,  then either Occ(x._~)<~ Ix[ 
or Occ(x._,) > Ixal. I f  Occ(x._~) ~< Ixl, then a ~ Z* (condit ion (C5) from Definition 
2.6). Moreover, x = uBv, for some u ~ X*, B ~ .Y\A, and v ~ (X n A)*. Since 
Occ(x._D luB], v ~ (Z n X n A)*. Hence, x. = xaz = uBvaz, with u ~ X* and vaz 
Z*. This implies that there exists aye  .Y* such that x.:=>oy. This contradicts our 
assumption. Similarly, one can prove that the case Occ(x ._ l )> IxAI leads to a 
contradiction. Hence, Ae C(G) .  This implies that a ~ (B~nA)  and (A, a)  is a 
blocking production. Since x .~ A*, either I d (x . _ l )=nt  or rd(X._ l )=nt.  Hence, 
(x.-1, x.) is not a careful derivation step and so D is not careful. 
(2.2) There exists a y such that x. ~y .  Hence, x. is a central sentential form. 
Since x. cannot be rewritten in the central way, x. contains a left-blocking nonter- 
minal and a right-blocking nonterminal,  which are not the same. (Otherwise, there 
is only one way of  rewriting x, which is then automatically the central way.) Hence, 
1 <~ Locc(xn) < Rocc(x.)  ~< Ix.I and either, (I) Des(x.) = Locc(x.) and cent(x.) ~ Rc,, 
or (II) Des(x.)  = Rocc(x.) and cent(x.)  ~ Lc.. 
We consider case (I). In this case, x. = otAflB% with a, y~.Y*, /3~A* and 
A, B e .Y\A, and Locc(x . )= I al and Rocc(x . )= I a/3nl. Since x. can be rewritten, 
but not in the central way, sA i l  ~ X*  and y ~ Z*. Moreover, B ~ Z \X  and so 
fl ~ X* \Z* ,  i .e.,/3 =/31bf12, for some/31 ~ A*, /32E (A ~ Z)* and b ~ A\Z. 
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that, since all productions are safe, this occurrence of b is introduced using a 
production of the form (A',ubv), where u~A*  and v~(,Y\{b})*. Let j=  
max{i:0<~ i<~ n - 1, Rew(D, i )~  ItrA/31bl}. Hence, xj = trA~3A'8 and Prod(D,j) = 
(A', ubv), as above, where fl3u = fll and 8 ~ ,Y*. Hence, Prod(D, j)  is left-blocking 
and Id(xj)= nt. This implies that (xj, xi+l) is not careful. 
Case (II) can be treated analogously. [] 
Consequently, central derivations can be prolonged in the central way as long as 
the designated occurrences 'know' about their context and 'act' accordingly. We 
will show that only a finite memory is needed for this knowledge. 
We need the following notions. Let D=(xo,  X l , . . . , x , ) ,  n~>0, be a central 
derivation in G such that x, is a central sentential form. Let, for 1 <~ k <<-n, Xk = 
trkAk~k, for some trk, ~k C:'~* and AkE~\A ,  where [trkAk[ : DeS(Xk). Then, for 
l <<.k<~n, 
= [max{j:o<-.j<---k- l, ltrjl<--lakl} if Ak ~ Lc,, 
Intro(D,k) [maxij:o<~j<~k_l,l~jl<~lflkl} if Ak~Rc,.  
Observe that Intro(D, k) describes in which derivation step in D the designated 
occurrence in Xk has been introduced. This can be illustrated as shown in Fig. 4. 
Let k and j be such that j = Intro(D, k), 0<~j< k<~ n. Let u, v ~ ,Y* be such that 
Prod(D,j) = (Aj, UAkV) and trk = trjU if Ak E L~ and ~k -- V~j if Ak ~ R~. Then, 
prefintro(D, k) = u and postintro(D, k) = v. Hence, prefintro(D, k) and post- 
intro(D, k) describe with what left, respectively fight context he designated occur- 
rence in Xk has been introduced. 
If DeS(Xk)< OCC(Xk), for some 0 ~< k ~< n, then rd(Xk) = nt and, since G is special, 
the step (Xk, Xk+I) will be careful (condition (C5) of Definition 2.6). Analogously, 
if DeS(Xk) > OCC(Xk), then ld(xk) = nt and (Xk, Xk+l) is careful. The following lemma 
shows that for the remaining situations it suffices to know about the introduction 
of DeS(Xk). 
4.3. Lemma. There exist functions FL and FR, such that for every central derivation 
D = (Xo, x l , . . . ,  xn) in G, for every i, j e  {0, . . . ,  n - 1} such that i = Intro(D,j), xj = 
trail, for some tr, fl ~ ~,* and A ~ ,Y\A, where Des(xj) = [trA[, 
and 
ld(xj) = FL( ld(xi), prefintro( D, j) ,  A) if Des(xj)<~Occ(xj) 
rd(x i) = FR(rd(x~), postintro(D,j), A) if Des(xj) I> Occ(xj). 
ProoL Let FL and F r  be defined in the following way. For x ~ {t, nt}, w ~ ,Y*, and 
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Ak E LG: 
j= 
s 
Intro (D.k) 
xi 
/ / ca ,  
q 
blocked by Ak 
a k = ccj U A k t8 k 
X k 
A k e RG: 
j=  In t ro  
S 
(D,k) 
xi 
",, 
b locked  by A k 
Ct k Ak 13k =vpj 
Xj÷l  
Xk 
Fig. 4. 
E E £ \A ,  
and 
nt  
i f  E E RakLc,, 
i f  E e LG, x = t, and  w E A*,  
otherwise, 
I 
t if E E La \  Ra, 
FR(X, w, E )  = if E E RG, x = t, and  w E A*, 
nt  otherwise. 
Let D, i,j, and xj be as in the statement o f  the lemma and let P rod(D,  i) = (A', uAv), 
for some u, v E 2"* and A 'E  ,~\A,  such that  u =prefintro(D,j)  and v =postintro(D,j) .  
Hence,  xj = yA'8  and Xi+l = yuAv8 for some y, 8 E~* .  Moreover ,  if A E LG\Ra, 
then yu = a ;  if A E RG\La ,  then v8 =/3, and  if  A E LG c~ Rc., then  j = i + 1, yu = a, 
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and v8 =/3. I f  Des(xj) ~< Occ(xj), then, i fA  e R6\Lc,, then Locc(xj) = 0 and so a e A* 
I f  Des(xj) I> Occ(xj), then, if A ~ L6\Ro, then Rocc(xi) = Ixjl + 1 and so/3 ~ A'*. 
Hence, if Des(xj) <~ Occ(xj), then 
t i fA~R~\Lc,, 
/d(xj) = ifA~Lc,, yeA* ,  and u~A*, 
nt otherwise, 
hence, Id(xj) = FL(Id(xi), u, A). Similarly, it follows that if Des(xj)/> Occ(xj), then 
rd(x~)= FR(rd(x,), v, A). [] 
From G we construct he IS grammar G~ = (Z1, P1, S1, A1, XI* ~'~Z*) in the follow- 
ing way. Z1 = A u [ . ,  F ]  u [ . ,  F , .  ] u [F, .  ]. Here, [ -, F] ,  [ -, F , .  ], and [F, .  ] are 
mutually disjoint alphabets, also disjoint with Z, defined as follows. For x, y ~ {t, nt}, 
[x,F]={[x,A]:A~(Z\A)\C(G)}, [x,F,y]={[x,A,y]:A~C(G)}, and IF, y ]= 
{[A, y] :A  e (Z\A)\C(G)} are mutually disjoint and [ -, F]  = [t, F ]u  [nt, F] ,  
[.,r,-]= U [x,r,y] 
x,y~{t,nt} 
and [F,.]=[F,t]u[F, nt]. S~=[t ,S , t ]  and A~=A. 
P~ is defined in the following way. For ~r = (A, a)~P, with A~ C(G) and a = 
OqAla2... anAnan+~, for some n I>0, a l , . . . ,  a,+~ ~ A*, and A1,... ,  An ~ Z\A, we 
define [x, ~r] and [mx] ,  x ~ {t, nt}, as follows: 
[x, ~r] = 0 if x = nt and a~. . .  a,+l ~ Z*,  
[w, x] = ~ if x = nt and a l . . .  a~+~ X*,  
otherwise 
[x, 7r] = {([x, A], al[xl, A1]ot2... OG[Xn, An]a~+l) : for 1 <~ i ~< n, 
Xi = FL (X ,  a~A~ . . . o t i _ lA i_ lOt i ,  A i )}  
and 
[m x] = {([A, x], al[A1, xl]a2.., an[An, xn]an+l) :for 1 ~< i ~< n, 
Xi = FR(X ,  o t i+ lA i+ l  . . . anA,an+l, Ai)}. 
For ~r = (A, a )  e P, with A ~ C(G) and a ~ A c~ Bc,, we define [x, w, y],  x, y ~ {t, nt}, 
as follows: 
Ix, my]=0 
and 
if x = nt or y = nt, 
[t, ¢r, t] = {([t, A, t], a)}. 
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For ~r =(A ,  aCf l )  ~ P, with A, C ~ C(G) ,  ot = a lA~a2. . ,  a,,A,,a,+~ and fl = 
[3~B~fl~ . . . ~,,Bmfl,,+~, for some n, m >-O, oq, . . . , a,,+~, fl~, . . . , flm+~ ~ A*, 
A~, . . . ,  A,,, B~, . . . ,  Br,, ~ (Z \A) \C(G) ,  we define Ix, ~', y], x, y e {t, nt}, as follows: 
Ix, 7r, y] =0 
[x, 7r, y] =~ 
otherwise 
if x = nt and a~. . .  a,+~ ~ Z*,  
i f  y = nt  and  fll -- • flm+~ X*, 
Ix, 7r, y] = {([x, A, y], a~[x~, A~]a2. • • a . [x . ,  A.]a.+~[x.+~, C, Yo] 
fl~[B~, y~]/32.../~m[Bm, Ym]flm+~): for 1 <~ i<~ n, 
X t = FL (X  , s iA l . . ,  oti_lAi_lOti, A t ) ,  I n+ 1 = FL(X, a, C) ,  
Yo = Fa(y, fl, C) ,  for 1 <~ i <~ m, 
Yt = FR(y, fl,+~Bt+l . . . flmBmflm+~, nt)}. 
Now we set 
x~{t,nt} (A,a)~P,A~C(G) 
yE{t,nt} (A,a)eP, AeC( G) 
Let/x ~ HOM(Z~, Z)  be such that /z (a )  = a, for all a e A,/x ([x, A]) =/~([A,  x]) = 
A, for all A~(Z\A) \C(G)  and x~{t,  nt}, i~( [x ,A ,  y ] )= A, for all A~ C(G)  and 
r, ye{t ,  nt}. XI=tZ- I (x ) ,  Y~=Iz - I (Y ) ,  and Z~=bt - I (Z ) .  
Since G is special, G~ satisfies (C1) through (C5) from Definition 2.6, as can 
~asily be checked. Let (32 be the strongly reduced version of G1. Then G2 satisfies 
ill conditions from Definition 2.6 (cf. step (V) in the proof of Theorem 2.7) and 
aence (32 is special. 
1.4. Lemma.  L (G)  ~ L((32) .  
Proof. Let D = (Xo, xb . . . ,  x , )  be a successful central derivation in (3. We show 
:hat there exist Yo, Yh . . . ,  Y,-1 ~-~* such that yi ~/~-~(xt), for 0<~ i<~ n-  1 and 
19'= (Yo, Yb - . . ,  Y,-~, x,)  is a successful derivation in Gx. Since G= is the strongly 
"educed version of G~, D '  is also a successful derivation in (32. 
Let, for O<~i<-n-1 ,  xt=uiA~vt, for some ut, v~.Y ,*  and Ate2\A ,  such that 
Pew(D, i) = [utAh[; x, = u,,_laV,_l ~ A* with a ~ Bc~ Let Yo = [t, S, t] = $1. Assume 
:hat, for some k ~ {0 , . . . ,  n -1} ,  Yo , . . . ,  Yk have been defined in such a way that 
O~=(yo , . . . ,  Yk) is a derivation in G~ and, for 0~ < i<~ k, Des(D~, i )=  Rew(D, i), 
~'t = u~A~v~, with/.t(u~) = u~,/~(A~) = At and/.~(v~) = vt and 
f[x,  Ai] if Rew(D, i) < Occ(xt), with x = ld(xt),  
A~ = ~[A~, x] if Rew(D, i) > Occ(xi), with x = rd(xi),  
l 
[ Ix,  A,, y] if A, = cent(x~), with x = ld(x~) and y = rd(x~). 
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Consider the step (Xk, Xk+~). Let Prod(D, k) = (Ak, t~), for some a s ,Y*. I f k  < n - 1, 
then we proceed as follows. (Xk, Xk+~) is a careful derivation step (Lemma 4.1). 
Hence, if Id(xk) = nt, then alph(a) n (A \Z)  = 0 and if rd(Xk) = nt, then alph(ol) n 
(A \X)  = O. This implies that P~ contains a unique production (A~,, a')  such that 
I.~(A'k)=Ak and /~(a ' )=a.  Then we set Yk+l-~ UtkOl'Vlk • Clearly, ~(yk) -~Xk and 
Yk~a,  Yk+~ with Des(D~,+~, k) = Rew(D, k). 
Let ' ' = Uk+I, Vk+l, and A~+1~-Y* be such that /.t(u~,+l)= Uk+l, I~(V'k+l) Vk+l, 
I~(A'k+~) = Ak+~, and Yk+~ = U'k+~A'k+~V'k+~. Let j = Intro(D, k+ 1) and Prod(D, j )  = 
(A~, flAk+~y), with prefintro(D, k+ 1)--/3 and postintro(D, k+ 1)= T- 
Since (xj, x:+~) is careful, Prod(D~,,j) = (A~,/3'A'k+~/'), with ~(A~) = Ay, p~(/3') =/5, 
/~(A~+~) --  Ak+ b and/~ (y') = % is unique. From the construction of Gx it follows that 
{ [Id(xk+~), Ak+~] if Rew(D, k+ 1) < OCC(Xk+I), A~,+~ = [Ak+~, rd(Xk+~)] i f  Rew(D, k+ 1)> Occ(xk+~), 
[ld(xk+~), Ak+~, rd(Xk+~)] i f  Ak+~ = cent(xk+~). 
If k = n - 1, then y,_x = u,_l[t, A,_~, t]v,_~, and a = a. ([t, A,_~, t], a) ~ P~ and 
so, y ,_~,x , .  Hence, (Yo,. . . ,  Y,-~, x,) is a successful derivation in G~. [] 
4.5. Lemma. Let D = (Xo, x1 , . . . ,  x,)  be a central derivation in (32. Then D,, = 
(/~(Xo), pL(Xl), . . . ,  kt(x,)) is a careful central derivation in G. 
Proof. The proof  of this lemma is trivial. [] 
4.6. Theorem. L(G) = L(G2). 
Proof. The proof  immediately follows from Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5. [] 
The following lemma shows that, unless P2-  0, no central derivations in (32 can 
get unsuccessfully blocked. 
4.7. Lemma. Let D = (Xo, x~, . . . ,  x , )  be a central derivation in G2 such that there 
exists no y ~ ~'2 for which (Xo, xl, . . . , x,, y) is a central derivation in G2. Then, either 
n=0 and P2=O, or x,  ~ A*2. 
Proof. (1) n = 0. As in case (1) in the proof  of Lemma 4.2, it follows that P2 = ~J. 
(2) n t> 1. Hence, P2 ~ ~} and productions for all nonterminal symbols of  (32 are 
available. From Lemma 4.5 it follows that ( /~(Xo), /z(xl) , . . . , /~(x,))  is a careful 
central derivation in (3. From Lemma 4.2 it follows that if t~ (x,) ~ A*, then there 
exists a v ~ ,~* such that ( IZ(Xo) , /~(x l ) , . . . , /~(x. ) ,  v  is a central derivation in (3. 
Hence, x, = aA/3, for some a ~ X*, /3  ~ Z*,  and A ~ -~=\A2, such that Des(x,) = [orAl. 
Then, there exists a word y e Z*  such that (x,, y) is a central derivation step in G2. 
This is a contradiction. Hence, /~(x,)  ~A*, which implies that/~(x,)  =x, ~ A2*. [] 
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4.8. Lemma. L( G2) = L( base( G2) ). 
Proof. For every 1S grammar H, L(H) ~ L(base(H)). Hence, L(G2) ~ L( base( G2) ). 
It thus remains to be shown that L(base(G2)) c_ L(G2). 
Consider the context-free grammar base(G2). It is well known that one can adopt 
for context-free grammars any strategy to select in a sentential form a nonterminal 
to rewrite. As long as this strategy does not lead to faitures, the language will not 
be changed. From Lemma 4.7 it follows that in base(G2) the central derivation 
strategy of picking out nonterminals does not fail and if/:'2 = I~, then L(G2)= I~ = 
L( base( G2) ). Hence, L(base(G2))~_ L(G2). [] 
4.9. Theorem. L(G) ~ .T(CF). 
Proof. By Theorem 4.6, L(G) = L(G2) and Lemma 4.8 implies that L(Gz) ~ ~(CF) .  
Hence, L(G) ~ Le(CF). [] 
5. The main result and conclusions 
Now we can prove that all 1S grammars generate context-free languages only. 
5.1. Theorem..T(1S) = .T(CF). 
Proof. It is clear that L~(CF) ~ Le(1S). 
From Theorems 2.7 and 4.9 it follows that for every 1S grammar H there exists 
a CF grammar GH and a homomorphism h such that L(H)= h(L(GH)). Since 
~(CF)  is closed under homomorphisms, L(H) ~ ~(CF) .  Thus, L~(1S) ~ Lf(CF). [] 
5.2. Corollary. Every E0S based 1S grammar generates a context-free language. 
It is important to note at this point that all our constructions (in particular in the 
proof of Theorem 2.7) have been effective. Given a homomorphism h and a 
context-free grammar H1 one can also effectively construct a context-free grammar 
/-/2 such that L(H2) = h(L(H1)). As a consequence, we have the following theorem. 
5.3. Theorem. Given a (EOS based) IS grammar (3, it is decidable whether or not 
(1) L( G) is empty, 
(2) L( G) is finite. 
Another consequence is the following theorem. 
5.4. Theorem. For every (EOS based) 1S grammar there exists an equivalent (EOS 
based) 1S grammar without erasing productions (A ~ rhs(P), where P is its set of 
productions). 
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